Data Sheet

Dell EMC PowerProtect Software
Next generation data management software platform

Essentials
MANAGE, PROTECT AND
RECOVER DATA


High-performance softwaredefined architecture



Simple protection workflows
minimize daily operations



Rapid deployment means
rapid time to value



Intuitive user experience
provides clear and straight
forward management

PowerProtect Software gives customers confidence their data
is protected and available to drive value as a business asset
Address IT complexity leveraging Dell EMC’s software-defined data
management platform. PowerProtect Software delivers next
generation data management that enables faster IT transformation,
while giving you the assurance that you can easily protect and
quickly unlock your data’s value.
With operational simplicity, agility and flexibility at its core,
PowerProtect Software enables you to protect, manage and recover
data in on-premises, virtualized and cloud deployments. Self-service
capabilities drive operational efficiency and IT governance controls
ensure compliance, making even the strictest service level objectives
easy to meet.

WORKLOAD SUPPORT


Oracle



Microsoft SQL



VMware



Windows Filesystems



Linux Filesystems

AUTOMATED IT SERVICES




Centralized governance
mitigates risk and
assures compliance of
SLAs and SLOs
Automated discovery and
onboarding of databases,
VMs and Data Domain
protection storage
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Software defined for data protection, replication and reuse
PowerProtect Software offers efficient data management capabilities
across your ever-changing IT environment. Flexible consumption
options reduce infrastructure and associated costs.
Multi cloud optimized
PowerProtect Software extends an organization’s data center to efficient
cloud environments, such as Amazon Web Services, for long-term
retention and disaster recovery use cases.

SELF-SERVICE

Self-service for data owners combined with central IT governance

•

Self-service and centralized
protection for MS SQL and
Oracle residing on both
physical and virtual machines

•

Enhanced user experience for
backup and recovery for VMs,
MS SQL and Oracle

PowerProtect Software empowers data owners to perform self-service
backup and recovery operations from their native applications, while
at the same time providing IT with oversight and governance to
ensure compliance.

CLOUD READY
•

Tier backups to public clouds
for long term retention

DIRECT PROTECTION



Protect applications faster
and more efficiently
Reduce application server
resource constraints

Direct protection from applications and storage
PowerProtect Software streamlines backup and recovery operations with
direct protection capabilities. Application Direct enables data to be
protected directly from the application server to Dell EMC Data Domain
without the need for additional backup infrastructure. When superior
performance is crucial, Storage Direct provides a direct path between
Dell EMC tier 1 storage and Data Domain.
SaaS-based management, compliance and monitoring
Take advantage of SaaS-based management to easily monitor,
analyze and troubleshoot your distributed data protection
environments from anywhere. Meet objectives more effectively with
evolving operational intelligence, and get started in minutes with
nothing to install, and access new capabilities seamlessly.
Meet business needs and drive new outcomes
Unlock the true business value of your data – your most critical
business asset – with data protection from core to cloud.
PowerProtect Software is a cost-effective data management and
protection solution for database workloads, virtual machines and
filesystems. PowerProtect makes meeting your real-time business
needs easy and enables you to drive new business outcomes.

Learn more about
solutions
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Contact a Dell EMC Expert

